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ABSTRACT The estimation of a fundamental matrix (F-matrix) from two-view images is a crucial
problem in epipolar geometry, and a key point in visual simultaneous localization and mapping (VSLAM).
Conventional robust methods proposed by the data calculation space, such as Random Sample Consensus
(RANSAC), encounter computational inefficiency and low accuracy when the outliers exceed 50%. In this
paper, a semantic filter-based on faster region-based convolutional neural network (faster R-CNN) is
proposed to solve the outlier problem in RANSAC based F-matrix calculations. The semantic filter is trained
using semantic patches tailored by inliers, providing different semantic labels in various image regions.
First, the patches classified into the top three bad labels are filtered out during the pre-processing phase.
Second, precise and robust correspondences are determined by the remaining high-level semantic contexts.
Finally, the inliers are assessed using RANSAC to produce an accurate F-matrix. The proposed algorithm
can improve the accuracy of F-matrix calculations, as low-quality feature correspondences are effectively
decreased. Experiments on KITTI and ETH sequences illustrate that the 3D position error can be reduced by
applying the semantic filter to the ORB-SLAM system. Further, indoor and real environment experiments
demonstrate that an effective lower trajectory error is yielded with the proposed approach.

INDEX TERMS Fundamental matrix, RANSAC, faster R-CNN, semantic filter, semantic patches,
ORB-SLAM.

I. INTRODUCTION
The calculation of a fundamental matrix (F-matrix) from two-
view images is a crucial problem in epipolar geometry, and a
key component of visual simultaneous location and mapping
(VSLAM) [1]. A number of algorithms have been proposed
in the past to estimate the F-matrix. Most utilize image
keypoints to establish an initial set of correspondences, then
attempt to fit the F-matrix parameters using reliable matches
(inliers). However, if the inaccuracy rate of the corresponding
point pairs (CPPs) obtained by feature extraction and feature
matching is high, such approaches will encounter difficul-
ties, resulting in a low accuracy of F-matrix estimation [2].
Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) has been proved to
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be a favorable method for accurate F-matrix calculation [3].
Pragmatically, the method of finding point correspondences
results in frequent mistakes in terms of image matching
and introduces outliers in the CPPs for the F-matrix esti-
mation [4]. Therefore, many outlier detection methods have
been developed to encourage the RANSAC-based pipeline’s
success [5].

This paper introduces the concept of deep-learning based
semantic filter where semantic patches tailored by inliers
are used to identify the regions that are likely to be low-
level contexts. In an F-matrix calculation test, the semantic
filter-based method provides an average error of 2.02 (pixel),
whereas RANSAC results in an error that is more than 50%.
The semantic filter-based localization system significantly
reduces the trajectory error on all tested datasets. This paper
demonstrates that the low quality correspondences in the
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image space usually have 60%∼80% ratio in all matches.
At the same time, the method proposed in this paper is a pre-
filter that occurs prior to RANSAC-based pose estimation and
does not depend on the type of geometric model estimated by
RANSAC.

II. RELATED WORK
Recent outlier detection methods have attempted to use pair-
wise constraints in the data space [6], [7], which can be
roughly divided into two levels. First, the feature-level way is
to reduce the number of feature points to match prior to image
matching. Wu constrains the matching process to feature
within the same scale, such that a pre-matching of features of
high scale is performed to determine matchable images [8].
Reference [9] provides a non-maximum suppression tech-
nique together with indexing of the features to quickly reduce
the set and provide an outlier rejection procedure. Recently,
Hartmann et. al propose an idea for classifying feature points
that are matchable by extracting a large set of feature matches
verified by a geometric verification process [10]. Although
these methods are effective for reducing the set of correspon-
dences, none of them aim at reducing the candidates to only
inliers. Ma et al. design a guided matching strategy based
on feature matching, using the matching result on a small
putative set with a high inlier ratio to guide the matching
on a large putative set, which is able to handle extremely
large proportions of outliers and can significantly boost the
true matches without sacrifices in accuracy [11]. In addition,
they cast the mismatch removal into a two-class classification
problem, learning a general classifier to determine the cor-
rectness of an arbitrary putative match, termed as Learning
for Mismatch Removal (LMR) [12]. Moreover, Ma et al.
solve the problem of nonrigid point set registration by design-
ing a robust transformation learning scheme, where a set of
indicator variables is adopted to help distinguish outliers in
a mixture model, realizing a more advanced performance
compared with other state-of-the-art methods [13]. Buon-
compagni et al. present a new approach to rank and select
keypoints based on their saliency for object detection and
matching under moderate viewpoint and lighting changes,
making the selecting reliable keypoints more efficiency and
accuracy [14]. However, the constraints of resources, which
is crucial to generate robust compact descriptors have not
been considered in the work. Gao et al. propose a data-driven
lightweight interest point selection approach to significantly
improve the performance of visual search, while ameliorating
the efficiency of extracting feature descriptors [15]. Whereas,
the method has the disadvantage, such as surface reflectance,
low texture and other artifacts, can render the key point
matching unreliable. Despite the large success in feature-
based matching of these outlier removing methods, the in-
depth study on the impact of feature correspondence quality
using outlier ratio, and how to analyze the sematic level of
inliers has not been investigated.

For the second match-level, a transformation-based
method to filter out outliers among the point correspondences

can be used prior to RANSAC-based geometry estimation
[16], [17]. Yannis used local affine transformations to filter
outliers in image retrieval, increasing the performance of
image retrieval [16]. The same idea was reinvented recently
in Lowry and Andreasson [17], who used scale and ori-
entation information from local neighborhoods for features
to filter out outliers. A similar concept was also used for
spatial verification in image retrieval. For example, Li et. al
considered the pairwise geometric relation between corre-
spondences and proposed a strategy to incorporate these
relations at significantly reduced computational cost, making
large-scale object retrieval possible [18]. Lu et al. propose
a unified framework for representation-based face super-
resolution by introducing a locality-constrained low-rank rep-
resentation (LLR) scheme to reveal the intrinsic structures
of input images, clustering an input image into the most
accurate subspace [19]. However, the low-rank representa-
tions are time-consuming. In order to get an image deforma-
tion approach with high efficiency and perfect visual effect,
Zhou et al. present a vector-field interpolation method for
non-rigid image deformation based on moving regularized
leas squares (MRLS) optimization with a thin-plate spline
(TPS), achieving better performance that other state-of-the-
art methods [20]. Li et al. describe a novel key point based
method designed to address the above limitations. The central
component of the method is an efficient graph matching algo-
rithm which takes into account the pairwise 3-D geometry
amongst the key points in addition to local appearance and
surface normal information, enabling the method to over-
come the ambiguities caused by visual characteristics and
artifacts, giving robust matching and relocalisation [21]. The
advantage of this approach is its meaningful geometric expla-
nation. However, the approach is still not free of outliers
and hence, performs poorly on various scenes for F-matrix
calculation.Without considering the image semantic contexts
of CPPs, accurate F-matrix estimation remains a major bot-
tleneck for many applications, such as VSLAM in different
scenarios.

The image semantic contexts of CPPs in different scenar-
ios have a vital influence on image matching-based visual
systems [22]. As shown in Fig.1, the ORB-SLAM system
conducts the F-matrix and the following calculations using
the same assigned CPPs with the camera [23], where the
high dimension space of the feature correspondences is the
space consist of the ORB feature correspondences, such as
each black and red dot denotes an ORBmatcher. The feature-
integration theory, which is proposed to explain human visual
search strategies, indicates that visual input is first decom-
posed into a set of topographic feature maps. These spatial
locations that stand out from their surroundings are able
to persist, while the ones with more saliency, reach higher
processing levels [24]. Consequently, different observers
empirically fixate on different perception fields; for instance,
a self-driving car focuses on the buildings and the traffic signs
while driving on the road, whereas pedestrians always have
their attention on the road surface.
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FIGURE 1. Different semantic requirements for different intelligent vision
systems.

This study concludes that the patches in an image have
different semantic labels in different image contexts, indicat-
ing that high-level patches contain more useful information.
Therefore, how the level of semantic patches are defined,
especially the level of outlier regions, affects the result accu-
racy in an intelligent visual system. A novel deep learning-
based model to classify the patches in terms of their semantic
level, i.e. their matching quality in the F-matrix estimation,
is proposed in our work, making geometry estimation precise
to encourage the visual pipeline’s success, e.g. ORB-SLAM.
Aiming at predicting a model to classify the patches in terms
of their matching quality, a novel semantic filter for the
pre-processing phase before epipolar geometry estimation is
proposed in this paper. The patches with different outlier
ratios can be learned automatically using a general-purpose
deep-learning procedure, that is, by learning the correspon-
dences’quality under different image semantic contexts. First,
Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF (ORB) feature extractor
and Brute-Force matcher are applied on a large number of
scenes, grouping the results into the inlier set and outlier
set with respect to the matcher. Second, semantic patches
centered on the inliers are tailored from the frames to further
supervised deep learning. A faster R-CNN based framework
was employed to train these data, which was defined as the
semantic filter determining the semantic labels on each frame
to filter out low-level semantic contexts. In the faster R-
CNN training process, the semantic patches are labeled with
respect to their outlier ratios by ten classifiers. Finally, a more
accurate RANSAC method using this model is described.
The F-matrix via the CPPs filtered by the semantic filter is
calculated for further implementation on the ORB-SLAM
work, as shown in Fig.2. Experiments in real environments
have been conducted to verify the feasibility of the proposed
method.

Compared to the existing approaches, the proposed
approach offers the following contributions:
• A novel semantic filter-based F-matrix calculation
approach is proposed, which can automatically fil-
ter out low-level semantic patches using a deep
learning model.

FIGURE 2. Framework of our work.

FIGURE 3. Illustration of the faster R-CNN on semantic patches classifier.

• A semantic filter learned idea using faster R-CNN is
exploited to divide a frame into different segmentations
with different semantic labels, and a method to patch
labeling is designed to encourage semantic filter learn-
ing by faster R-CNN.

III. FASTER R-CNN-BASED SEMANTIC FILTER
Current semantic filtering methods broadly focus on place
and object recognition within VSLAM. However, for
a feature-based VSLAM system as illustrated in Fig.1,
the high-ratio outlier problems are noteworthy. Many out-
lier detection techniques have been proposed in the past,
improving the accuracy of F-matrix estimation [25]. Despite
the high efficiency of its application on matches in the data
space, the error introduced by high-level semantic contexts in
the image space remains unsolved. To address this problem,
we propose a deep learning scheme that trains a semantic fil-
ter for high-ratio outlier patches using Faster R-CNN, which
can annotate frames in terms of diverse semantic contexts as
shown in Fig.3.

A. SEMANTIC PATCH OF INLIER
In contrast to human vision, to enforce the performance of
computer vision, predicting the high-ratio outlier contexts is
still a big challenge. Thanks to the techniques of high-end
graphics processing unit (GPU), recent success of machine
learning-based methods have smoothed this hard work and
learning models can thus, benefit image semantic analysis.
However, these techniques mainly focus on image classifica-
tion and object detection [26], [27]. Motivated by the afore-
mentioned idea, a machine learning-based semantic filter
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FIGURE 4. The faster R-CNN training scheme and the semantic patches
extracting.

technique is proposed to efficiently classify the patches by
means of their outlier ratios using faster R-CNN according
to its fast and elegant capacity on a large dataset. The faster
R-CNN, as we know, has a good ability to identify different
kinds of objects in real time to construct a semantic mapping
approach that involves the attributes of the object such as
object category, region in the image, and status [28].

Fig.4 illustrates the proposed faster R-CNN architecture,
taking as input an entire frame and a set of the semantic
patches centered on the inliers with the size of n×n. Advance
network like SPPnet [29] and Fast R-CNN [30] expose object
proposal computation as a bottleneck, which is easily solved
by faster R-CNN using a Region Proposal Network (RPN,
middle part in Fig.4) that shares full-image convolutional
features with the network, thus enabling nearly cost-free
region proposals. Note that, in this work, region proposals are
defined as the semantic patches. As the faster R-CNNmerges
RPN and Fast R-CNN into a single network by sharing
their convolutional features with the down-stream network,
the semantic proposal step is nearly cost-free, enabling a
unified, deep-learning-based system to run at near real-time
frame rates [31]. The biggest issue of Faster R-CNN is that the
algorithmic change, where an RPN takes an image as input
and outputs a set of rectangular patches, is modeled with a
fully convolutional network shown in Fig.4. As the summa-
rized running time of faster R-CNN system shown in [31], the
Zeiler and Fergus (ZF) net consumes least time with highest
FPS compared with other networks. Hence, we construct our
system with the ZF model [32].

B. PATCH LABELING BASED ON LOCAL OUTLIER
DISTRIBUTION
The difficulties in estimating the F-matrix lies in the fact
that there are often a fair proportion of mismatches (outliers)
in a given set of point correspondences. As a conse-
quence, the inlier ratio is a significant factor to deter-
mine the accuracy of F-matrix calculation. Theoretically,
the higher inlier ratio a pairwise image patches get,
the more accurate they estimate the F-matrix. Alongside
our framework, a new method is designed for categoriz-
ing the patches. First, we define ten class labels, such as
label = {g5, g4, g3, g2, g1, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5} for each
semantic patch precisely tailored by inliers. More formally,

TABLE 1. Labels for patches centered on PI .

Oln(p) and Iln(p) are defined as the n nearest neighbor of
the pixel p when it is an outlier or an inlier, accordingly.
Given the inlier p, the semantic patch with size of n×n,
is tailored centered on it in terms of the outlier ratio, which is
calculated as:

ol_per(p) =

k∑
i=1
Olni (p)

k∑
i=1
Olni (p)+

m−k∑
i=1

Ilni (p)

(1)

Here, within the semantic patch of p, there are m matches
and k outliers. According to the ratios provided in Table 1, and
the total given inliers {p1, p2, ..., pi}, each semantic patch of
inlier pi is labeled using its ol_per(pi). In this technique, these
labels divide the outliers in the image space by 10 classifiers,
assigning the centered inlier a semantic level: the matching
confidence for F-matrix calculation. Intuitively, the matching
conference for inliers of the semantic patch is degressive from
g5 to b5 due to the ascending outlier ratio. As different image
semantic contexts result in different confidences, obtaining
the exact scored value for the current work is not easy.
Nevertheless, conducting extensive experiments enables us to
predict the low conference regions, and filter out the low-level
semantic patches within g5, g4, g3, g2, g1, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5
in different scenes using our semantic filter.

During the faster R-CNN training, two data inputs: a list
of images and a list of semantic patches in those images are
constructed. First, image matching based on ORB features is
employed on the key frames to obtain the CPPs. Then, inliers
are selected from these CPPs following the two steps: subsets
of CPPs are chosen randomly to estimate the egomotion;
all inliers are computed using the Euclidean reprojection
error. At last, semantic patches extracted by the inliers in
these images are labeled. Simultaneously, these images and
semantic patches are reformatted into the VOC07 format,
making it easy for deep learning on our collections.

IV. IMPROVED F-MATRIX CALCULATION
The F-matrix, which stores all the geometric information
for relative transformation between image pairs and helps in
scene reconstruction, is defined by the Equation 2 for any pair
of correspondences xl and xr in the two-view images.

xl · F · xr = 0 (2)

The standard RANSAC-based F-matrix calculation pro-
duces the optimal solution using all the good CPPs.
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Based on this, it can be said that all inlier samples will
not lead to an optimal solution and that this method fails
when the outlier samples are more than 50%. Hence, many
improved RANSAC methods have been proposed to address
these problems [33], where the stopping criterion is triggered
beforehand by increasing the number of inliers found. Indeed,
it is helpful to analyze the semantic level of inliers under
different semantic contexts for different visual tasks; for
instance,the inliers extracted from roads and buildings are
more reliable than the ones extracted from the sky and forests
for an automated guided vehicle [34]. Eventually, we see
that the RANSAC method can be improved by using the
inliers in the high-level semantic patches as they strike a good
performance in terms of image semantic information, thus,
leading to an accurate result for the F-matrix calculation.

In contrast to the standard RANSAC based F-matrix cal-
culation framework, we employ a semantic filter to segment
different semantic patches on the frame pre-processing stage
before the first randomly selection phase. Our F-matrix cal-
culation is summarized in Algorithm 1, where C denotes the
number of cycles. Similar to this, in the standard RANSAC
method, C is a function of the user-defined desired probabil-
ity ε of finding the optimal solution and the number of inliers
given by the best F-matrix. The semantic patches Patchij
are the outputs of our semantic filter, denoting the image
patches labeled labeli(i = 1, 2, ..., 10). The full improvement
step uses the semantic filter to improve the correspondence
quality. For a large number of low-level semantic patches (P),
this procedure can dominate the execution time. However,
the plain RANSAC is considerably faster with small number
of inliers. Formally, the total running time of our algorithm is

t_ot = CR · dlogPe + CSF · P, (3)

where CSF is the average time of semantic filtering and CR
is the time of standard RANSAC. Our method improves the
accuracy of the standard RANSAC based F-matrix calcu-
lation using the proposed semantic filter. We note that the
proposed semantic filter reduces the outliers ratio by control-
ling the index of cppsi, making us focus our research on the
semantic patches tailored by the inliers. These patches have
useful information that encourage accurate F-matrix calcula-
tion. Note that our design is not optimized for speed. Better
speed/accuracy trade-offs could be achieved, e.g., by varying
image sizes and patches numbers.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
A. SEMANTIC FILTER MODEL TRAINING
The training process is implemented on a PC with a GeForce
GTX 1070 NVIDIA GPU with 8GB and 16GB RAM under
Linux system. It should be noted that the main hardware for
suitable implementation is the GPU, and its memory is at
least 3GB, as suggested. The ZFmodel relies on GPU. As our
system is separated into offline training-to-detection part and
online implement part, wewill not focus on the computational
and storage efficiency of the semantic model in our current
work. However, we will look at it as a further research issue

Algorithm 1 F-Matrix Calculation With Semantic Filter
Input: two-view frames from the scene video
Output: F-matrix
1: input two-view frames from the scene video into the

semantic filter to get the semantic patches Patch1ij and
Patch2ij

2: segment the two-view frames to filter out the low level
semantic patches in Patch1ij and Patch2ij

3: match the filtered two-view frames to obtain CPPs cppsi

4: for k = 1 to C(the largest found of inliers from cppsi, ε)
do

5: randomly drawn minimal sample Sk
6: estimate the F-matrix fk from sample Sk
7: find the inliers set Ik according the inlier-outlier error

threshold
8: if Ik is less then largest inlier set fromminimal sample

then
9: return fk
10: end if
11: end for

when our system is merged and accelerated by high-end
GPUs. A training dataset is collected from the KITTI vision
benchmark at hand [35], enforcing the learning performance
of the semantic filter. During the training, the key frames
captured from the sequences are first provided as an input to
the standard RANSAC based F-matrix calculation, predicting
the inliers for the tailoring of the semantic patches that are to
follow. To further explore the performance of the semantic
filter and establish a benchmark for future work, we release
a varying video dataset acquired in indoor and outdoor envi-
ronments.

Despite being an unrelated factor in the faster R-CNN
training, but due to its significance in semantic filtering,
the size of the semantic patches and the size of the pro-
posals is fine-tuned manually. Intuitively, a big patch holds
a large inter-class distance during the classifiers labeling,
while a small patch results in a small interval in the coun-
terpart, thus generating inaccurate semantic filtered patches
for the F-matrix calculation. This assumption is appreciated
by the faster R-CNN detection results shown in Fig.5, where
the model detects more classes under smaller patch size,
segmenting the semantic contexts more precisely. However,
its patch detection ratio is less than that of the other models.
According to the center-surround hypothesis suggested in
[36], we set the patch size to n×n, where n is an odd number.
To test the semantic filter precision influenced in terms of
the size n and the variation, we set n = 17, 33, 65, 129 in
an incremental way. Table 2 summarizes the average num-
ber (AN) of these different patches per frame in the training
set (including 2316 frames). Fig.5 also depicts their detec-
tion accuracy on the test images under different n. Notably,
the most common label is b4, indicating the image spatial
distance from an inlier to its neighborhood outliers; also,
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FIGURE 5. Semantic filtering results on the collections.

TABLE 2. The average number (AN) of different classified patches in the
training dataset.

a positive corner to its neighborhood negative corners, is usu-
ally short.

Hence, we can conclude that the inliers in b4 patches
play an important role in the F-matrix calculation. Simulta-
neously, as summarized from the detection accuracy under
different n on the test images, the top three detection pre-
cision in terms of b3, b4, and b5 are provided by n = 33,
i.e. 0.6840, 0.7443, and 0.7423, helping us further research
these labeled patches using the semantic filter model learned
by n = 33. Additionally, the other patches, especially
the g2 and g3, are rare in the test dataset, generating
the detection precision near zero. In this experiment, the
average detection time is 0.141s per frame (image size of
720×1280, 300 object proposals), while the consuming time
for n = 17, 33, 65, and 129 are approximate. Conse-
quently, the semantic filter branch only adds a small com-
putational overhead, thus, enabling a fast system and rapid
experimentation.

FIGURE 6. Overfitting test results on several raw images.

Moreover, several experiments on other raw datasets,
including the indoor sequence, outdoor sequence without
trees, and outdoor sequence with trees, have been conducted
to check whether there is overfitting in our training. The test
set samples and their accuracy given by the semantic filter
with n = 33 are shown in Fig.6. Note that, the accuracy
achieved is great with respect to the third sequence (outdoor
sequence with trees). As we can see, the semantic filter with
n = 33 is quite stable and consistently achieves a good
performance, generalizing well for different scene sequences,
such that the average precision of the patch b3, b4, and
b5 is 0.6703, 0.6933, and 0.690, accordingly. Consequently,
we select the model with n = 33 as our semantic filter in the
following experiments.
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FIGURE 7. Several test results using Mask R-CNN.

B. EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED METHOD
ON F-MATRIX CALCULATION
We conduct our experiment on the database downloaded
from [37]. To assess the quality of the results, we evaluate
the symmetric error between the estimated F-matrix and the
ground truth. The error measure dF is computed by using one
matrix to randomly create a large number of correspondences
and the other matrix to establish their epipolar lines [38].
As RANSAC is the most popular tool for obtaining F-matrix
estimations, and Mask R-CNN outperforms all existing deep
learning-based entries on many tasks, we analyze the results
provided by our proposedmethod, the standard RANSAC and
our method is pipelined using Mask R-CNN. The average
detection time for our current semantic filter using faster
R-CNN andMask R-CNN is, on an average, about 0.141s and
0.478s per frame on a GPU, showing our real-time implemen-
tation, respectively. The standard RANSAC, as performed
under Windows without GPU, runs at 0.219s per frame.
As per the results submitted in Table 3, our approach out-
performs RANSAC and Mask R-CNN, obtaining an average
error dF of 2.02 (pixel).
Note that the result is worse than that of the RANSAC on

Leuven2. Although, we add more training samples (almost
2300 frames) in the semantic filter training process, the low-
quality correspondences produced by the weak connected-
ness on Leuven2 remain challenged. In the future, we can
ease this problem by increasing the qualities of the wide-
baseline matches using other matchers. As a by-product, our
method also excels using theMaskR-CNN framework, which
is an intuitive extension of aster R-CNN with the addition
of the semantic mask branch. Despite the Mask R-CNN
frameworks surpassing the standard RANSAC, its results are
worse than the faster R-CNN, wherein our semantic filter
benefits the quality improvements of the correspondences
(much more low-quality outliers/inliers were filtered out).
As we know, the pixel-to-pixel alignment designed Mask
R-CNN surpasses well only on instance-level recognition,
such as instance segmentation and classification. Our seman-
tic filtering focuses on patches classification using the outlier
ratio. The implementation of the faster R-CNN can achieve
better performance than the Mask R-CNN. As illustrated
with the results shown in Fig.7, due to the low detection
accuracy(b3 = 0.44, b4 = 0.55, b5 = 0.54) in the Mask
R-CNN, our semantic filter-based method is not suitable for
Mask R-CNN.

We can conclude from Table 3 that as the ORB extrac-
tor, without semantic filtering, suffers from bad localized

TABLE 3. Overview of the error DF .

matches, the average performance of the standard RANSAC
is worse than our proposed method. The outlier ratio in our
method is much less than the standard RANSAC (reduced by
about 25%), thus producing more precise F-matrix. As we
notice through the experiments, the matches provided by
the patches labeled 6= b4 and 6= b3 achieve the best results
during the calculation process. Implicitly, the inliers in the
patches labeled b4 and b3 have the lowest semantic level for
the F-matrix calculation. In other words, these bad localized
inliers in the image space, such as having useless information
to calculate the F-matrix, usually have 60%∼80% ratio for
all the matches. For this reason, filtering out the inliers and
their surrounding outliers in these patches will encourage for
a more precise F-matrix calculation.

C. COMPARISON WITH OTHER STATE-OF-THE-ART
TECHNIQUE
For further evaluate the efficiency of our semantic filter,
we have conducted comparable experiments with outlier
detector proposed in [39], which is a state-of-the-art tech-
nique in this domain. The experimental images contain var-
ious geometric and photometric transformation for different
scene types, as shown in Fig.8. The accuracy, measured as the
number of detected true matches divided by the total number
of ground truthmatches, can be computed because the authors
provided the correct matches. Fig.9 summarizes how many
of the top n best correspondences are correct (n = sample
size). We note that our method outperforms [39] and gives
the best results on these image pairs. This clearly suggests
that our proposed semantic filter can effectively filter outliers
in the image, thus producing more correct correspondences.
However, because our method filters patches using their
outlier ratios, the correct matches changes with respect to
their semantic contexts, not the sample size. Consequently,
although our method achieves the best results, where the
semantic filter-b5 and semantic filter-b4 perform best on the
test sets, they cannot perform better than [39] on a small
sample size.

D. RESULTS ON SLAM SYSTEM
In this section, we extend our proposed approach to the
ORB-SLAM system, and discuss the results executed in
the scenarios proposed in the odometry benchmark from
the KITTI dataset (sequence 03 and 04) and ETH dataset
[40] provided with camera model and ground truth trajec-
tories. KITTI is a very challenging dataset for VSLAM
due to the fast rotations and areas with a large amount
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FIGURE 8. The experimental images in [39].

FIGURE 9. The comparison results on image matching between different semantic filter with
the technique in [39].

of foliage. We compare the estimated camera trajectories
with the ground truth trajectories while playing the sequences
at the real frame−rate that they were recorded in and our
SLAM is able to process it. Moreover, we perform a qual-
itative comparison of our novel approach with the standard
ORB-SLAM system. In our semantic filtering process, we fil-
ter the patches with label = b3, b4, as they provide low
semantic level as discovered by prior experiments. We also
discuss the results on filtering out patches labeled b5. The
respective sequentially recorded tracking trajectories are pre-
sented in Fig.10. In Fig.11, we compare the resulting 3D
position error (w. r. t. ground truth) of our proposed SLAM
approach with the standard ORB-SLAM results.

The correction of the position error highly depends on the
quality of the matches of ORB features and the locations of
the matched points. Our results illustrate that we achieve a
strong improvement for the position estimation over the full

FIGURE 10. Estimated camera trajectories in KITTI dataset.

sequence 03 with semantic filter−b4 (patches labeled b4 are
filtered out). Thismeans that our calculated F-matrix achieves
more accuracywhen the low quality outliers/inliers in patches
labeled b4 are filtered out. Intuitively, filtering more outliers
should give better accuracy, but we should notice that these
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FIGURE 11. 3D position errors w.r.t ground truth (sequence 03).

FIGURE 12. The changes of average inlier ratio per frame.

filtered areas contain both outliers and inliers. For F-matrix
calculation, inliers have different quality level for the result
accuracy, as described previously, such as the higher level an
inlier reaches, the more accuracy it promotes for the F-matrix
calculation.

Hence, we can conclude that the semantic filter−b4
achieves the best results on the sequence mainly due to the
inliers in these filtered regions that have the least loss on the
F-matrix precision when accompanied with the filtered out
outliers. This can be illustrated as the results when calcu-
lated from the KITTI sequence 03 in Fig.12. These curves
in Fig.12 show the average inlier ratio per frame using differ-
ent semantic filter, which is calculated in the different frame
samples from the sequence. As we can see, the semantic
filter−b5 provides the highest average inlier ratio, however,
its consistency is worse than the semantic filter−b4, which
reaches the top least accumulated position error in Fig.11.
It demonstrates that the more stable the inlier ratio change is,
the better it performs on the VSLAM system, which implies
that not only is the semantic level of the inlier an impact factor
in the F-matrix calculation, but its ratio consistency varies and
influences the accuracy of the results.

Eventually, we achieve a mean 3D position error
of 1.1048m compared to 1.6400m for the standard
ORB-SLAM in the sequence 03. A further comparison exe-
cuted on sequence 04 and the ETH sequence is presented
in Fig.13 and Fig.14, indicating our improvement in the
position estimation. Taking the experiments into consid-
eration, we show that our approach can generate precise
localization in outdoor environments, even at fast rotations

FIGURE 13. 3D position errors w.r.t ground truth (sequence 04).

FIGURE 14. 3D position errors w.r.t ground truth (ETH sequence).

and high moving speed, resulting in consistent, globally
optimized 3D maps.

E. INTENSIVE EXPERIMENT IN THE TUM BENCHMARK
Previous experiments have shown that our semantic filter
can assist ORB-SLAM to localize accurately and robustly
on a map from different view-points under dynamic out-
door scenes. This property allows us to operate in the
similar environment under different viewpoints and cer-
tain dynamic changes. In the case of a completely static
scenario, our improved SLAM system can filter the low-
quality correspondences. To demonstrate this, we compare
the RMSE of our improved SLAM and those generated by
the ORB-SLAM in TUM benchmark [41], including hand-
held and robot sequences. The results are analyzed accord-
ingly, where Table 4 summarizes the results. Our system
performs best on 5 of the 6 datasets. Our top results in terms
of the RMSE for ‘freiburg2_poineer_slam3’ sequences is
0.042342m, yielding an improvement of 38% in contrast to
that of 0.068395m provided by the standard ORB-SLAM.
Our improvement on long and complex trajectories, e.g.
fr1/room, fr2/poineer_slam3, over the ORB-SLAM system is
noteworthy.

When evaluating the results, the robustness of our approach
is highlighted. The proposed semantic filtering idea can cope
with indoor environments. As the test sequence contains the
indoor loop, the position error can reflect the property of
the VSLAM system in loop closure, such that lower posi-
tion errors improve in terms of accuracy. From the results
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FIGURE 15. Comparisons on the trajectories in freiburg2_room sequence.

TABLE 4. RMSE of absolute trajectory error.

in Fig.15, after the indoor loop, our improved SLAM esti-
mates results with the same position error of 0.017m, as when
the semantic filter is added to the system. This result is
better than that of 0.026m that was generated by the stan-
dard ORB-SLAM. Note that the semantic filter−b4 achieves
worse results on the fr1/360 dataset due to the 360 degree
turn. Similar to the problem described in prior experiments,
our semantic filter is learned on patches tailored in short
baseline images, such that the proportion of inliers in putative
correspondences is very high, leading the semantic filter to
filter out the outliers and bad localized inliers accurately.
Yet, when the camera rotates fast, the inliers ratio decreases
faster accompanied with the outlier ratio, increasing and
yielding more high-level inliers filtered by the semantic filter.
To address this problem, we conduct further research on the
semantic filter learning methodology. Table 5 summarizes
the average number of different patches in our experimen-
tal datasets, where their execution times are also presented.
We can conclude from the table that the semantic patches
for feature correspondences get a high outlier ratio (>50%)
frequently, indicting the significance of our proposedmethod.

F. EXPERIMENTS IN REAL ENVIRONMENT
We conduct our experiment in real environments with the
platform as illustrated in Fig.16. The robot is equipped with a
monocular camera (Daheng, color, 1280×1024) (EAI-B1) as
the visual system. We evaluate the proposed approach in an
actual environment without any artificial landmarks. During
the experiments, the robot moves in two ways to record two
sequences (Sequences 1 and Sequence 2). Sequence 1 is
recorded by the driven robot slowly, containing nearly 30s
stops. Sequence 2 contains Sequence 1 and a loop that makes
the sequence quit cogent for our validation. Ground truth
position data are acquired through a ultra-wideband (UWB)
tag fitted on the top of the robot, in the form of a white circular

TABLE 5. The average number (AN) of different patches in the
experimental datasets and their execution times.

FIGURE 16. Our experimental platform with a camera and a UWB tag.

FIGURE 17. Position error w.r.t UWB ground truth on Sequence 1.

antenna illustrated in Fig.16. As the UWB base station is
pre-installed and calibrated in our experimental environment,
the ground truth trajectories for the two sequences can be
obtained with the UWB positioning system. The comparison
of the position error (w.r.t UWB ground truth) with respect to
our proposed SLAM approach and the standard ORB-SLAM
is shown in Fig.17. To compare the two approaches with the
UWB acquired positions, we normalize each trajectory. It can
be seen that our proposed SLAM method is able to process
in actual environments, achieving an improvement for the
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FIGURE 18. Input and environment mapping results of Sequence 2.
Landmarks (black dots) are drawn with camera trajectory (blue marks).

FIGURE 19. Estimated camera trajectories in Sequence 2.

FIGURE 20. Position error w.r.t UWB ground truth on Sequence 2.

position estimation. Note that the robot stops after the driven
distance, making the position estimation same from the 207th
frame onward.

In Sequence 2, we would like to highlight the robustness of
our proposed SLAM approach, as it can cope with real loop
environments. Fig.18 shows the input and mapping results
with our proposed SLAM approach with semantic filter-b4.
It indicates that our proposed method can successfully recon-
struct landmarks around the camera path. The trajectories
are compared in Fig.19 and their respective position errors
are shown in Fig.20. The results show that the most similar
trajectory obtained using our approach is highly similar to
the one obtained from the ground truth. Based on the experi-
mental results, we conclude that our proposed SLAMmethod

is workable in real scenarios, and the positioning is more
accurate compared to the standard ORB-SLAM system.

VI. CONCLUSION
Inspired by the motivation that semantic information can be
more stable than pixel intensities/descriptors, we propose a
deep learning-based semantic filter to filter out low-level
semantic patches for RANSAC based F-matrix estimation.
The accuracy of the F-matrix calculated by using our pro-
posed method is compared to other approaches. The results
show an improvement in our method, with less outliers. The
localization accuracy of our semantic filter-based pipeline
within the ORB-SLAM framework is also evaluated. Exten-
sive experiments in different scenarios are performed to
demonstrate that the proposed approach achieves drift-free
and accurate localization in indoor and outdoor environ-
ments. Further, the proposed approach achieves a significant
improvement on 3D localization accuracy compared to that
of the standard ORB-SLAM. This work shows how a deep
learningmethod can be trained using image semantic patches,
efficiently learning how to filter out low quality CPPs in pre-
processing prior to epipolar geometry estimation.
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